
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
java JEE. If you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the
list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for java JEE

Identify Scope Creep, Change Requests during delivery phase
Develops REST and MQTT based services using the appropriate computer
languages while adhering to team development standards and practices
Define project objectives, analyse user requirements, provide technical
solution for business requirement(s), system features and functionality
Design new support features, test procedures including unit, system, and
integration testing
Acts as Agile development team member, responsible for collaborating with
the team on release planning, sprint planning and scoping
Provides guidance to team members in all phases of project
The Senior Product Software Engineer will take an active role in completely
understanding product / customer implementation specifications as defined
in the functional / technical / abstract design documents, and
implement/enhance/test/configure the custom solutions meeting the quality
standards
The role holder will be responsible for working independently on projects,
guiding junior members and for deliverables and ensure on time delivery
Responsible for understanding business and product / project requirements
and translating them to programming / QA deliverables that adhere to the
product / project roadmap
Responsible for problem analysis and solution design, mentoring/guiding
junior team members, tracking project metrics (KPIs) for the project, and
ensure timely escalation of issues to the concerned functional lead
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Ability to communicate and train peers present complex design patterns to
senior managers
Knowledge of Mule ESB, XML (e.g., DTDs, XSDs, XSLT etc) , Messaging
systems (e.g., Oracle JMS, QPID, ActiveMQ etc) and SQL
RESTful API development experience
Thorough understanding of XML,SOAP, JSON, web services technologies,
and data structure fundamentals, with experience in multi-threaded
programming
Experience with Java applications design and development in an Enterprise
setting using Java, J2EE, node, Spring Boot, Relation DBMSs
5 years of experience providing Application Support Level 1 or Level 2


